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Returning Lost Profits:
The E-Commerce
Challenge and How
DimeTyd Helps Amazon
Vendors
Amazon is a primary channel for B2C and B2B

100 different
chargebacks or
deductions
90% of deductions
can go unnoticed
by vendors

vendors, yet the e-commerce giant’s accounting
systems can result in significant lost profit and
massive inefficiency. Because Amazon’s
marketplace is complex, data-heavy, and opaque,
vendor profit leakage is common. The visibility
of costly overbilling and deductions on thousands
of complex transactions is only the tip of the
iceberg. On Amazon, overbillings and deductions
alone have more than 100 different categories
and involve potentially millions of data points.
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Estimate $5,000 lost
for every $100,000 in
revenue generated
through Amazon

Amazon’s accounting is complicated,
and there are virtually no software platforms
designed for vendors to manage the volume
and complexity of transactions. What’s more,
transparency related to profit leakage associated
with overbilling and deductions is limited. Up to
90% of deductions are out of vendors’ lines of
sight—buried in reams of datapoints. Even the
largest vendors are unlikely to have the in-house
capacity to manually process such large quantities
of complex data within the numerous and ongoing
transactions that take place on the Amazon
platform.1 Even with dedicated resources, the
complexity quickly overwhelms the normal
frameworks of accounting reconciliation.

“Even with
dedicated resources,
the complexity
quickly overwhelms”
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Recuperating lost profits is also a
challenge with an extended processing
procedure that requires accounting teams to
support claims with evidence and data that is
tedious to surface – if it can be located at all.
Additionally, the process of manual funds
recouperation often takes months. While
Amazon’s accounting mechanism does reimburse
vendors for overbillings regularly, the cost of
evidencing and processing smaller discrepancies
at scale does not present a compelling economic
equation – because the scale of data processing is
near impossible through manual analysis.
As a result, Amazon Vendors have accepted lost
profits as part of doing business on the behemoth
platform, given its power to reach buyers at scale.
What’s challenging is that vendors struggle to
fully be able to describe and recognize the
losses they are absorbing as it remains
shrouded in datapoints.
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A complex system of accounting
within Amazon requires vendors to have an
advanced solution for seamless reconciliation.
Algorithms need to be paired with algorithms
to create an accountable, and transparent
accounting for e-commerce to enable Amazon
Vendors to identify and course correct overbilling,
accounting errors and logistical issues—without
unsustainable hours of manual tabulation. More
importantly, though, Amazon Vendors would
benefit from recouping the losses they thought
were part and parcel of doing business on the
powerful marketplace—profits that can be
reinvested to expand channels, enter new ones
or advance the brand footprint.
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The

Solution
DimeTyd seamlessly creates precision alignment
with Amazon’s complex accounting system and
provides visibility into overbillings and deductions
at scale. A whole life cycle, 100% automated,
logic-based solution, the platform pairs vendors’
accounting with the unique algorithms and
advanced systems of accounting within Amazon
generating transparency and safeguarding
against future revenue leakage. Within several
days following set-up, DimeTyd’s platform delivers
a report to vendors on debits and credits and the
funds they may be missing from their account.
DimeTyd’s platform is able to recover up to
93% of profit leakage across several years of
transactions. The platform is capable of analyzing
up to five years’ worth of accounting data to find
errors in claims and identify duplicate and other
billing errors.
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“100% automated,
logic-based solution,
the platform pairs
vendors’ accounting
with the unique
algorithms”

DimeTyd’s platform has a high rate
of efficacy because it identifies errors
simultaneously with the evidentiary data
pertaining to specific overbillings. The platform
then automatically reports those errors to
Amazon’s accounting system and recoups funds

DimeTyd’s solution is a whole life

back to the vendor.

cycle, 100% automated, logic-based
solution that offers vendors seamless

Once audited and reconciled, DimeTyd’s platform

recuperation of up to 93% of profit leakage

continues to support the accounting and

based on Amazon accounting errors across

reconciliation of vendors —
 and provides course

several years of transactions.

corrections on recurring issues. This, then, enables

•

vendors to maximize future profitability.

Automated accounting platform analyzes
up to five years’ worth of accounting data
to find errors in claims and identify

For ease and convenience, the DimeTyd platform
is scalable and allows a business to continue
operations unabated all while locating and
replacing missing profits.

duplicate billing and chargebacks.

•

Automatically reports errors and recoups
funds back to the vendor.

•

Provides vendors full transparency into its
findings during audit and reconciliation.

•

Course corrects recurring issues, enabling
vendors to maximize future profitability.

•

Requires no upfront cost and is available
based on a percentage of recovered funds
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and the

Future of E-Commerce
While Amazon’s success is not new, buyers’ dependencies on making purchases online have
prompted Amazon’s earnings to bypass competitors as the fastest-growing retail business at scale.
Amazon is now on track to overtake Walmart as America’s largest retailer in 2022. The e-commerce
world continues to grow exponentially with worldwide sales in retail surpassing $4 trillion in 2020,
as reported by TechTarget.2 This activity represents a deep, substantial, and powerful economic
force, much more than just buying and selling.
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This success continues to trigger a chain reaction, driving many new brands to develop
a presence on the Amazon marketplace. Still, as businesses make the digital move, they must
safeguard themselves from the potential cash flow loss, that can deteriorate profits and even shutter
some product companies.
To make the most of the advancing opportunity requires software that handles advanced operational
and accounting takes.
Moving forward, DimeTyd is positioned to stand as a leading voice in the growing e-commerce market,
offering indispensable, convenient, and vital software needed for successful business operations.
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Case Studies
Recouping Profits on Amazon
DimeTyd helps customers in many industries
recoup lost profits. Guardian Technologies, a
company that offers a full range of small
appliance-based solutions to help people live
happier and healthier at home, used the DimeTyd
platform to recover more than $972,000 in
incorrect, duplicate and overbillings on
Amazon.com.
Since 2015, no solution existed to help amazon
vendors recover more than $500,000 in
erroneous Amazon chargebacks. “DimeTyd has
granted Guardian Technologies great financial
benefit and assurance in accounting,” said Rick
Farone, owner of Guardian Technologies.
Guardian worked with DimeTyd’s backend
accounting teams to spot inflated Amazon
chargebacks. DimeTyd’s automation feature
helped Guardian spot significant inconsistencies
in year-over-year revenue, and analyze hundreds
of thousands of rows of data. Data was backdated
to 2015, and the DimeTyd platform helped
Guardian find 100 possible chargeback categories

“DimeTyd has granted Guardian
Technologies great financial
benefit and assurance in
accounting. It has simplified the
Amazon accounting process,
drastically reduced time auditing
and reconciling, and has increased
our profitability across the board.”
Rick Farone
Owner, Guardian Technologies

and summarized all outstanding funds. It was then
able to recoup the money using the Amazon
Accounting Case System. Other customers of
DimeTyd include Duncan, JanSport and
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